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Abstract

Despite the diversity of stakeholders and interests in NLP technologies, a small set of corporations drive the
development of large language models (LMs). We propose to introduce a new class of LMs that are fundamentally
modular, where components (or experts) of the LM are specialized to distinct data distributions in the training
corpus. At inference time, users can mix, add, or remove experts, enabling rapid customization to new use cases. We
propose 1) to develop new modular LM architectures and 2) to use modularity for decentralized LM development,
where anyone can contribute to and maintain experts at very modest computational cost.

Collaborators: Noah A. Smith (UW/AI2), Luke Zettlemoyer (UW/Meta AI)

1 Introduction

The NLP community relies on a small set of corpora-
tions with enough computational resources to select data
for, train, and responsibly release large language models
(LMs). This centralization increases the risk of unwanted
model behavior [Gehman et al., 2020], reinforces biased
data curation practices [Gururangan et al., 2022], and
necessitates costly model adaptation to new data distri-
butions after training [Gururangan et al., 2020].

We instead propose to re-design LMs with modu-
larity [Gururangan et al., 2021] (Figure 1). Under this
framework, smaller components of the LM (called ex-
perts) are specialized to distinct domains of a large
training corpus (e.g., scientific or legal text). During
training, experts are only updated with respect to the
domains they have been assigned to. At inference-time,
experts can mixed (to generalize to heterogeneous do-
mains), added (to incorporate new domains), or removed
(to forget unwanted domains). This flexibility will allow
for cheap and rapid adaptation of a large LM to new use
cases after training, as needed for different end tasks.

Modularity will also enable the first decentralized
LM, where researchers can asynchronously train experts
on different domains, contribute experts to a large modu-
lar LM, and combine experts in sparse ensembles for end
tasks. An end-task developer can also update or disable
experts after deployment if, for example, a domain de-
velops as a source for problematic text (e.g., hate speech;
Gehman et al. 2020), or the expert degrades in perfor-
mance over time [Luu et al., 2021]. With modularity,
responsibility for data procurement, model training, and
model release is distributed across the NLP community.

To build these models, we will need two key advances:

1. New Modular Architectures (§2.1): New
transformer LM architectures that are modular by
design, and new training algorithms to specialize
experts.

2. Decentralized LMs (§2.2): We also need new
algorithms to asynchronously train a modular LM
with thousands of experts, and new tools to con-
tinuously maintain experts after deployment.
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Figure 1: Illustration of a modular LM in a single transformer
block, as proposed in [Gururangan et al., 2021]. During train-
ing, expert feedforward networks are conditionally activated
based on the domain (here, document provenance) of the in-
put sequence. At inference time, the LM has new modular
functions; mixing, adding, and removing experts for rapid
adaptation. In this proposal, we develop new modular archi-
tectures, and use modularity to decentralize LM development.

2 Proposed Work

2.1 New Modular Architectures

We propose to develop new transformer LM architectures
that are modular by design, building on our prior work
[Gururangan et al., 2021]. We will also develop new train-
ing algorithms that enhance expert specialization while
improving model generalization to new domains.

For example, in Gururangan et al. 2021 we used docu-
ment provenance to define domains that we would assign
experts to. While provenance is convenient and easy to
understand, it may not correspond to the best segmen-
tation of a corpus — domains may be organized hierar-
chically [Chronopoulou et al., 2021] or have fuzzy bound-
aries between coarse provenance categories [Gururangan
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et al., 2020]. Learning domains via unsupervised meth-
ods (e.g., clustering pretrained representations of docu-
ments; Aharoni and Goldberg 2020) may result in expert
assignments that improve downstream LM performance.
A number of clustering algorithms could be evaluated,
each with their own tradeoffs: minibatch k-means clus-
tering [scikit, 2022] is scalable, but agglomerative clus-
tering may be more effective at representing a hierarchy
of domains [Chronopoulou et al., 2021]. We can use the
domain hierarchy in a training algorithm that initializes
new experts with that of their parent domain, reducing
the costs of adding new experts to the system.

Moreover, in Gururangan et al. 2021 we modularized
the feedforward layers of the transformer into experts.
However, sharing other parts of the network (e.g., self-
attention layers, vocabularies) across domains may be
detrimental to distinct domains with different context
lengths and word usage. As such, we propose to develop
new architectures for modularity. These architectures
may include experts in low-rank parameters of the net-
work (e.g., bias terms, Zaken et al. 2021), the vocabulary,
or only in certain layers of the network. The modular
architectures could depend on characteristics of the do-
mains. For example, preliminary experiments suggest
that heterogeneous domains (e.g., web crawls), which
span a variety of styles, genres, and word usages, tend
to benefit from more parameter sharing across domains,
while distinct domains (e.g. legal text) do not.

Finally, training algorithms could be considered
where the transformer is gradually modularized, begin-
ning with a phase of dense training. Increased modu-
larization may improve specialization of experts, while
initial phases of dense training may help experts retain
cross-domain generalization. Experiments on gradual
modularization could assume an overall computational
budget and explore how much time to dedicate to each
phase of training. We hypothesize a tradeoff between
generalization and modularity when sweeping over dif-
ferent budgets for dense and modular training.

2.2 Decentralized LMs

To democratize large LM training and maintenance, we
envision a new decentralized system of LM development.
Under this system, researchers can asynchronously train
experts on their own (carefully documented) language
data, and submit them to a larger LM that can incor-
porate newly trained experts into sparse ensembles for
new domains. A key research question is how to handle
shared parameters during asynchronous training, since
they could go out of sync if updated with each newly
submitted expert. We will also investigate how to effi-
ciently return the right set of experts for a new domain,
which could be framed as a sparse retrieval problem [Seo
et al., 2019]. Once experts are retrieved, we will com-
pare the effects of different sparse ensembling methods,
such as output-ensembling or weight averaging [Worts-
man et al., 2022], to maximize performance on the new
domain. Retrieved experts could be distilled into a much
smaller LM for efficient deployment [Bapna et al., 2021].

Modularity opens up new opportunities for decentral-
ized maintenance of experts after model deployment. In
Gururangan et al. 2021, we discovered that expert re-

moval can dynamically control the LM’s data exposure
at test time; one can simulate an LM that has not been
exposed to the domains the experts were specialized to.
If an expert has been exposed to problematic content or
is degrading in performance over time [Luu et al., 2021],
they may be disabled or removed to prevent misuse, or
updated with further adaptation. We propose building
evaluation tools to continuously monitor experts for de-
generate behavior. A reasonable data source for such a
tool is Bloomberg’s vast trove of breaking news, which
represents a rapidly changing domain with new terms and
concepts. With an evolving LM benchmark of breaking
news, we can measure how well experts fit text related
to emerging events, and update them accordingly.

Our vision necessitates a system of community gov-
ernance to maintain and distribute experts in a decen-
tralized LM. Who has the power to audit and remove
degenerate experts? What constitutes fair use of experts
in a decentralized LM, especially they have been trained
on private data? We propose to draw on literature in
content moderation [Gillespie, 2020] and data governance
[Janssen et al., 2020] to investigate these questions.

3 Expected Results & Impact

We aim to build new modular architectures and train-
ing algorithms in the first year that will be scaled in the
later year(s). We have an overall goal of decentralizing
LMs, which will have broad impact due to the pervasive-
ness of LMs in virtually every modern NLP application
[Bommasani et al., 2021]. Decentralized LMs will enable
broad community participation in the training and de-
ployment of large LMs.

4 Data, Software and Ethics Pol-
icy

This research proposal is a multi-year agenda, with the
aim to submit to top-tier conferences, open-access pre-
prints, open-source software, and presentations through-
out. In all experiments, we will only use data associ-
ated with friendly licenses that support reproducibility.
We will make our best effort to anonymize personally
identifiable information in any scraped corpus. The LMs
we train will be partially exposed to web corpora, which
contains undesirable content [Bender et al., 2021]. The
ethical and legal norms around using public-facing web
data are still in flux [Fiesler et al., 2020], and may not
align with user perceptions of what constitutes fair use
of online communications [Williams et al., 2017]. For
model and data release, we will clearly acknowledge these
risks, leveraging model cards [Mitchell et al., 2019] and
datasheets [Gebru et al., 2018] for documentation.

Bloomberg employee consultants: No Bloomberg
employee was consulted in the preparation of this appli-
cation.
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